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PROJECT

TYPE

QTY.

LTLA603 Series
LED Tubes Linear Architectural Direct/Indirect

   LED TUBES
   120-277V (50/60Hz)
   Rated Life [L70] — 50,000 Hours.
   Wired for single or double end.
   Approximately 40% more energy efficient than standard 
   F32T8 Lamps.

   LISTINGS/QUALIFICATIONS
  Fixture Housing is  ETL C/US Listed
  LED Tubes are ETL or UL C/US Listed and DLC Certified
   Proudly Made in America

Assembled with no ballast

   OVERVIEW
   The LA603 series is a premium grade specifically 
   designed for long-term, dependable service with the 
   benefits of indirect lighting
   A low-profile suspended direct/indirect fixture housing 
   for attractive glare-free ambient lighting. Micro-perforated 
   baffle with white opal acrylic inlay combines soft down-
   light with even ceiling illumination. Hinged baffle.        
   Available with 3 LED Tubes 

   INSTALLATIONS
   Able to be cable, or stem mounted individually or in 
   continuous rows
   Suspension mount options to suit your application; 
   standard stem & canopies or aircraft  cable

   APPLICATIONS
   Schools
   Offices
   Spaces utilizing video display terminals
   Locations requiring a visually comfortable environment

   CONSTRUCTION
   Housing—Manufactured from code gauge steel for 
  premium strength and rigidity
   Features durable steel bodies, quality paint finishes and 
   superior electrical components
   Diffuser—Direct/indirect wide beam perforated diffuser 
   for uniform ceiling illumination for a glowing, low 
   brightness luminance
   Finish—Prior to painting, all metal parts are treated with a 
   multi-stage phosphate bonding process to ensure 
   adhesion and inhibit rusting.  Powder coated with lighting 
   grade white, having a reflectance factor exceeding 87% 
   for premium quality and durability
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3 T8 - 4   |   48” Length
3 T8 TAN 8   |   96” Length

CONSULT FACTORY FOR WATTAGE, LUMENS AND COLOR TEMPERATURE.

OPTIONS

Emergency
EM5 Emergency Battery Back Up, 500 

Lumens - 1 Lamp
To operate, must use an electronic 
instant start ballast 

EM14 Emergency Battery Back Up, 1400 
Lumens - 1 Lamp
To operate, must use an electronic 
instant start ballast

Dimming Systems
DLT4 Dimmable Systems Including driver 

and LED tubes  (1 or 2 LED Tubes) 
48” Length (Keystone)

Fill in the boxes below with the corresponding bold options.

Example:  LTLA603-3-T8-4-S

ORDERING GUIDE

LTLA603 Series
LED Tubes Linear Architectural Direct/Indirect

DIMENSIONS

SERIES NO. OF 
TUBES

TANDEM
(TAN)

TYPE 
(LED TUBES)

LTLA603 T8 AC483

LTLA603

FIXTURE 
LENGTH MOUNTING WIRED

AC48 Aircraft 
Cable

S Wired for 
Singled End

D Wired for 
Double End

TANDEM
Tandem Units, use double the number of tubes

5-3⁄16” 5-3⁄16”

49-1/8”

38-3/4”

5-3⁄16”

49-1/8”

43-15/16”

49-1/8”

98-1/4”

43-15/16”
5-3⁄16”

4-1/8"

10-3/4”

END VIEW

4FT.

8FT.
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